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SUPPLEMENT

The Week
A personal view of current medicopolitical events

Every empty room in BMA House must have been pressed
into use. With committees here, conrmittees there, com-
mittees everywhere, it was a typical winter Thursday in
medicopolitics. Perusing the crammed noticeboard, I observed
that the Journal Committee, which meets but four times a
year, was in conclave. I wondered idly whether the members
were learning of any bigger publishing profits. If so, perhaps
I should nip along to Jack Jones or Hugh Scanlon for some
practical tips on how Scrutator could negotiate one of those
new-fangled productivity deals with the Editor for his week's
efforts. A basic 10' 0 plus 10,, for every extra five lines a week
sounds plausible. Or has John Ford of the BMA's Economic
Unit already laid plans in the Review Body evidence now in
preparation for the profession to open this barn door on the
Government's incomes policy? I must call on him, too, for
advice.

I digress: facing a hard decision on which committee to
attend, I finally decided to offend all or none and await any
interesting news to filter through to me. Thus it was that I
heard of the Organisation Committee's decision to launch a
pilot scheme for training divisional honorary secretaries.
Plans are afoot to hold a one-day course in Manchester and
a 36-hour one in East Anglia, both in the spring of 1978. With
unionism in the NHS burgeoning, it was no surprise to hear
that the syllabus will include sessions on the BMA as a trade
union, the law of industrial disputes, and relations with
other health unions. Advice on the administration, financing,
and general operation of a division may sound rather dreary
fare, but no secretary can run a division without them, so
these are other items for the courses.

* * *

The Organisation Committee also agreed to recommend a
budget of £2800 for running the BMA's regional councils,
another step in strengthening the Association outside
Tavistock Square. This means that each region should have
about £200 a year-not a princely sum but sufficient to make
a start on contributing to members' travelling expenses.

* * *

BMA activists will be encouraged to hear that the South-
west Thames Regional Council held a well-attended first
meeting last week. Elston Grey-Turner was there to help the
launch, and on a wet night a commendable 24 people turned
up out of a possible 28 or so. John Hicklin, a consultant
physician from Redhill and a member of the central Council,
was appointed secretary, and a Roehampton GP, Dr James
Scobie, was elected chairman-a nice craft balance there.
Apart from setting its machinery going, the council appointed
a representative to the regional joint staff consultative com-
mittee, an increasingly influential body of NHS staff repre-

sentatives. At first doctors, cocooned in their own extensive
(some might say over elaborate) medical advisory committees,
had spurned these JSCCs, but they are having second thoughts.
The profession is discovering that nowadays it pays to know
what is going on in every nook and cranny of the DHSS's
sprawling and unruly empire. Other regional councils which
have not already done so could well follow SW Thames's
lead. Meanwhile, good luck to the latter. South-east England
has never been noted for the strength of the Association at
local level. The recent appointment of Dr Margaret Upton as
regional secretary. and active regional councils could alter that
tradition.

* *

An illuminating little report has just been published.
Entitled, The Management of Pathology Laboratories, it was
prepared for the Association of Clinical Pathologists by Roger
Dyson of Keele University (p 1616). He knows a thing or two
about industrial relations in the NHS, as is evident from his
contributions to the recent symposium on clinical responsi-
bility organised by the BMJ [see p 1584.-ED]. His comments
and conclusions in the report are a masterpiece of diplomatic
circumspection, but one paragraph is most revealing on the
problems that consultant pathologists are now facing. I offer
you the following quote:
"Many illustrations were given to support this concern [about the

threat to the quality of laboratory services]. Two questionnaires
reported that technicians were offering interpretations to house
officers on matters on which they had insufficient knowledge to
express opinion. One questionnaire expanded at more length on the
obvious dangers inherent in the spread of this practice. Several
questionnaires extended this point by illustrating that some senior
technicians considered that they had picked up enough medical
knowledge to supplant the medically qualified pathologist in advising
junior medical staff on diagnosis, treatment and priorities. One head
of department reported a case where urine containers had been
changed by the technicians without reference to him, but it was he
who then received '. . . a storm of abuse,' from doctors and patients
alike because of the unsuitability of the new containers. In another
case laboratory request forms had been changed without reference to
the head of the department and they subsequently turned out to be so
inadequate as to constitute a risk. The refusal of certain technicians to
have their tests and analyses checked was mentioned fairly frequently
and one questionnaire illustrated the medical risks involved in a
situation where technical staff were urging one another not to have
their tests checked as a matter of principle. A technician who had
doubts in particular cases found it difficult to raise these in the proper
manner without '. . . letting down his colleagues in their struggle for
independence.' This anxiety about declining standards of service was
coupled in many cases with a degree of frustration and anger that the
Health District concerned had failed to respond to requests to clarify
the management arrangements within the laboratory and that the
longer action and clarification was delayed the more serious the threat
to the quality of laboratory service became."

Any further comment from me would be superfluous.
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